Post-Fire LAND RESTORATION GUIDE
Flood mitigation
The potential for flooding is greater after a wildfire because as the fire burns, it destroys the shrubs,
grasses, trees, the litter layer, and plant roots that break up the intensity of rainstorms, stabilize soils,
and slow water down, allowing it to sink into soils. Without plants, water moves quickly over the
ground surface picking up loose soil, ash, and debris, where it eventually makes its way to our streams
and rivers. Using common household tools and materials, including burned trees, we can reduce the
impact of flooding after a fire. The main concept of reducing flood potential is related to overland
water flow:
SLOW it down, SPREAD it out, SINK it in
IMPORTANT NOTE: Any seasonal or perennial channel modification, including the treatments provided
here, requires a 404 permit issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

Treatments for flood mitigation:
1. Contour Felling
a. Moderate-steep slopes
b. Felled, limbed, dead trees
2. Tree Length Log Mat
a. Seasonal and perennial drainages
b. Felled dead trees
3. One Rock Dams
a. Seasonal or perennial streams
b. 12-24 inch rocks plus large boulders
c. Dirt filled, seeded gunny sacks
4. Checkdams
a. Strawbales
b. Dirt filled, seeded gunny sacks

5. Rolling Dips
a. Cross drains for dirt roads
b. bulldozer, grader, excavator, backhoe,
farm tractor or pick and shovel
6. Seeding (see Loss of Herbaceous Plant Cover
guide)
a. Drainages with gentle slope, low flow
b. Native seed and/or cover crops
c. Seed above treatments 1-4
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Contour Felling (also called log terraces or cross-felling)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Chainsaw required
Felled, limbed, dead trees – minimum of 8 inches in diameter, 10-30 feet long
A minimum of 2 rows of terraced logs
Only remove dead trees that are needed or hazardous, other dead trees or “snags” provide
critical habitat and food for wildlife in burned forests and help hold soils together.
Most effective on slopes greater than 10%
Provide a barrier to slow runoff and trap loose soil in heavy rainstorms
Logs alternating across slope to prevent runoff from moving in a straight line – instead runoff
meanders downhill and slows down

Contour felling instructions:
1. Begin at the top of the slope to visualize how
surface water moves downhill
2. Using a chainsaw, safely fell and limb dead trees,
and place them in an alternating fashion,
perpendicular to the slope
3. Using existing trees, stumps, or wooden stakes at
each end of the log, secure the log on the downhill
side
4. Backfill the gap between the log and the ground surface on the uphill side of the log with
rocks, branches, and soil
5. Seed with native grass mix and cover crop above the log if possible
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Tree Length Log Mat
●
●
●
●
●

Chainsaw required
Fell dead trees near drainage channel with tops intact if possible
Trees should greater than 6” in diameter and longer than 4’ but can be variable lengths
Remove only hazardous dead trees, or only trees needed; other dead trees or “snags” provide
critical habitat and food for wildlife in burned forests
Slows water flow, stabilizes channel grade, traps soil and woody debris

Tree length log mat instructions:
1. Place dead trees with tops intact and facing downstream, in the channel parallel with the
direction of flow
2. Pack trees tightly together in the channel and only one layer deep
3. If possible, place rocks or slash between the trunks to secure them
4. If possible, seed with native grass mix and cover crop above the log mat

Blue arrow = flow direction
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One Rock Dam
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Seasonal or perennial drainages less than 15 feet wide
More stable and effective than rock checkdams
Placed in areas of channel where potential for downcutting is high or in straight channels every
30-50 feet
One rock deep, several rows long, rock are book stacked
8-24 inch rocks, large boulders, and small rock to chink larger rocks together
At least 4 rows of rock
1 ton/1 flatbed/1 trailer full of rock is about 9 square feet
Stabilizes channel grade, prevents downcutting
Slows water and traps sediment from surface flows and initiates plant growth
Dirt filled gunny sacks with seeds on the top side can be a substitute for rocks

One rock dam instructions:
1.

With a shovel, dig a trench about 12 inches wide, the width of the channel
to the bankfull level
2. For the footer: locate the largest, flattest rocks and place them edge to
edge in the trench and flush with the ground surface – you made need
more space in the trench for larger rocks
3. Walk along the footer and stabilize any loose rocks by rearranging or
replacing soil
4. All rows after the footer are arranged in a book stacking fashion meaning
rocks rest firmly and securely on the narrowest flat edge. This takes some
sorting to ensure the rocks on this edge are of the same height and do not
exceed the bankfull height
5. For the first row: after sorting, book stack the largest rocks, overlapping
the footer by 3-5 inches, beginning in the lowest part of the channel, and
working outward to the left and ride sides – ensure the height of the book
stacked rocks is the same across and no higher than bankfull
6. If possible, taper out 6 inches with flat rocks to protect the stream bank on
the left and right sides
7. For the following rows: Book stack rocks, covering the rock crease of the
row in front
8. Ensure the height of the structure does not exceed the height of the first row or bankfull
as you move upstream – it is ok if the structure decreases in height
9. Book stack at least 4 rows of rock, tapering each row into the bank on left and right sides
if possible
10. Walk over the structure and stabilize any loose rocks by chinking smaller rocks in cracks
– there should be no wiggling
11. Over time, as the structure stabilizes, collects soil, and revegetates, construct a second
one rock dam on top and offset of original structure
12. If possible, seed with native grass mix and cover crop above and in between rocks
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Rock Layback
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Build on headcuts or significant change in slope
Stabilizes shallow, 1-3 foot deep headcuts
6-12 inch rocks – if possible, avoid smooth river rock
A 1 foot wide by 1 foot deep headcut requires about 9 square feet of rock
Rocks placed flat and tightly together in mosaic fashion to armor headcut
Slows water and traps sediment from surface flows
Dirt filled gunny sacks with seeds on the top side can be a substitute for rocks

Rock layback instructions:
1. With a shovel lay back the headcut to a gentle slope,
keeping sod and soil nearby
2. Starting on the downhill side of the headcut, key together
the largest rocks in a mosaic fashion as a footer
3. As you move uphill, incorporate other sizes of rock while
continuing to key together rocks
4. The top row of rocks on the uphill side must be flush with
the ground surface to prevent another headcut from
forming
5. Extend the rundown at least 12 inches on both left and right
sides, keying rocks together so that they are as flush to
surface as possible
6. Backfill downhill row of larger rocks with sod and soil
7. If possible, seed with native grass mix and cover crop above and between the rocks
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Straw Bale or Gunny Sack Checkdam
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Ephemeral drainages with slopes less than 5%
Placed in series, every 30-50 feet, above a point resistant to erosion (cobble layer or bedrock)
3+ straw bales depending on channel width
The number of straw bales in the main active channel should equal the number of straw bales
extending out of the main channel on each side (example: 2 straw bales in the main channel =
2 straw bales per side)
Dirt filled gunny sacks, 1 sack tall
If using rock, follow instructions for One Rock Dams
Stabilizes channel grade, prevents downcutting
Slows water and traps sediment from surface flows and initiates plant growth

Straw Bale/gunny sack checkdam instructions:
1. Using a shovel dig a smooth, shallow
trench in the main channel, wide
enough for the flat side of the
strawbale/gunny sack to lay flush with
ground - straw bales/gunny sacks
should not wiggle and there should
be no spaces for water to flow
underneath
2. Place straw bales/gunny sacks in
main channel on the flat side
3. Extend the trench the same width as
the main channel on both sides in a
“smile” formation – trench must be
wide enough for straw bales to lay flat
on their narrow side
4. Place straw bales on the narrow side
(gunny sacks lay flat) – the end bales
on each side MUST be at least 12
inches higher than the straw bales in
the main channel
5. The number of straw bales in the
main channel should equal the
number of straw bales extending out
of the main channel on each side
6. Push the bales together tightly to
prevent gaps
7. With a sledgehammer, pound
wooden stakes through the straw
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

bales at an angle, ensuring stakes are at least 2 inches in the ground to secure straw
bales/gunny sacks
Use rocks and sticks to fill any gaps between bales
Using a single log, the length as the width of the channel, construct an energy dissipator on the
downhill side of the straw bales in the main channel
Construct two more energy dissipators using logs for the first bale that extends out the main
channel on each side - secure the logs with stakes, bent rebar or large rocks
Place needles, sticks, and leaves on the uphill side of the dam to fill in gaps when there is flow
If possible, seed with native grass mix and cover crop above the checkdam
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Rolling Dips
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Excavation equipment required (bulldozer, grader, excavator, backhoe, farm tractor or pick and
shovel)
Cross drains for dirt roads with grades between 3-15%
Hillslope or crossing slope must be greater than 5% to drain the road
Collects surface runoff from the road and directs it across and away from the road
Placed in series at every appropriate drainage opportunity
Designed according to the dimensions of the vehicle (wheelbase length and clearance) with
the strictest requirements
Soils with good moisture content, easy to dig and compact (not too dry or too wet)
Not for use on flat terrain or roads with speeds greater than 25mph

Rolling dip instructions:
1. Select the exact spill point where the water will
be deflected from the downhill edge of the road.
Choose the location carefully to avoid spilling
runoff into an existing or potential erosion gully.
Maximize every opportunity for dispersing
surface runoff and/or taking advantage of an
erosion resistant location for the outfall.
2. Using spray paint, rocks, or pin flags, lay out the
course of the dip drain by marking it on the
ground. The dip drain should cross the road at a
30° angle to the center line of the road in a down grade
direction. A 30° angle is easily achieved by measuring
the width of the road at the spill point and doubling
the distance to identify the starting point (apex of the
30° angle) on the opposite side of the road.
3. Excavate the dip drain using a bulldozer, grader,
excavator, backhoe, farm tractor or pick and
shovel. Stockpile the dredged material as fill
on the down grade side of the dip drain and
save it for building the rollout.
4. If possible, go downslope from the spill point
and excavate a lead-out ditch. Add the
excavated material to the stockpiled fill
collected during the previous step.
5. Once enough fill material has been gathered,
start building the “roll-out.” If the fill slope is
too steep to borrow from, you may have to
borrow material from the roadway itself. In some situations, it may even be necessary to haul
material for the roll-out from another source. Begin working the fill material into the proper
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shape and dimensions for the roll-out. The roll-out should have a reverse grade of 4 to 8% and
be higher and broader on the upslope side of the road than on the downslope side. This will
help to prevent rutting and keep runoff in the upslope wheel rut from bypassing the structure.
Think of the roll-out as having the plan form of an equilateral triangle with its base parallel
with the edge of the road opposite the spill point and one side parallel with the dip drain.
6. When complete, the rolling dip should have the proper dimensions to accommodate the
design vehicle, a dip drain with a channel slope of 4 to 8% and a roll-out having a positive
reverse grade of 4 to 8%.
Instructions for constructing Rolling Dips was borrowed from A Good Road Lies Easy on the Land –
Water Harvesting from Low-Standard Rural Roads by Bill Zeedyk. For the complete technical
guide for managing rural low-standard dirt roads, click here
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After Wildfire NM, Post-Fire Treatments: A Primer for New Mexico Communities file:///C:/Users/meage/Downloads/Post-Fire%20Treatments%20-%20A%20Primer%20for%20New%20Mexico%20C
ommunities_2015.pdf
Moench, R. and Fusaro, J. Colorado State University Extension, Soil Erosion Control after Wildfire,
https://extension.colostate.edu/topic-areas/agriculture/soil-erosion-control-after-wildfire-6-308/
USDA – Forest Service, National Technology & Development Program, Burned Area Emergency Response
Treatments Catalog, 2006, https://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/pubs/pdf/BAERCAT/lo_res/06251801L.pdf
Zeedyk, B. and Clothier, V. Let the Water do the Work. White River Junction, Quivira Coalition, 2009.
Zeedyk, Bill. A Good Road Lies Easy on the Land – Water Harvesting from Low-Standard Rural Roads. Santa Fe/
Sapello, Quivira Coalition & Zeedyk Ecological Consulting, LLC., 2006.

1888-A_Good_Road_Lies_Easy_on_the_Land.pdf
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